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OF as a phrasal affix in the English
determiner system
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
This paper examines the distribution of of in the complex determiner system of English
nominal expressions. The hypothesis is advanced that of in degree phrase inversion constructions (expressions like more influential of a book) is a phrasal affix in the sense of
Anderson’s classic work asserting the autonomy of morphological theory. The phrasal affix
analysis can be distinguished from syntactic accounts that treat of as a syntactic head of
phrase. It is argued that the phrasal affix account can capture of’s sensitivity to morphological sub-category features and to second position more naturally than the syntactic head of
phrase analysis. In contrast to the syntactic head analysis, the phrasal affix analysis also
has the advantage of explaining why of fails to exhibit typical syntactic properties such as
selection, dislocation, conjunction, and adjunction of focus particles. The analysis extends
neatly to the use of of in complex determiners involving fractions.

1 Introduction
Anderson (1992) has argued that the classical distinction between words and affixes can
be profitably extended to the phrasal domain, a line of argumentation that is extended in
Anderson (2005). On this view, some properties of constructions might be better understood if analyzed as involving affixes attached to phrases, parallel to the attachment of
affixes to words. Anderson identifies the possessive ’s as the prototype of such a phrasal
affix, but (special) clitics more generally are identified as phrasal affixes in this sense.
In the same spirit of enlarging the explanatory work of morphological theory into the
domain of phrasal syntax, Anderson (2005) argues carefully that some verb second phenomena should be given a morphological explanation parallel to second position clitics.
Both claims have proven provocative because they seem to compete with other rather
popular analyses that make use of syntactic movement.1 In this paper I will argue that of
1

The true difference between these types of analyses may be less than meets the eye if one assumes a
syntactic engine like that advocated in Chomsky (1995). There is a real substantive difference in the embrace
of optimality theoretic explanations in Anderson (2005), but I will ignore that issue here in the belief that
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as it occurs in the pre-determiner system of English provides compelling corroboration
for the attempt to extend the range of morphological analysis into at least some areas of
phrasal syntax because alternative syntactic explanations for these instances of of are
relatively weak.
The center of our attention is on the formative of as it occurs in sentences like (1)(2). These sentences appear to have some string before the indefinite D a(n) as part of
the bracketed nominal constituent. They have been the focus of attention in a number
of works, including Bolinger (1972), Bresnan (1973), Hendrick (1990), and Kennedy &
Merchant (2000), among others. Kim & Sells (2011) present a wide variety of naturally
occurring examples of the construction. A range of proposals have been offered to provide syntactic accounts of such sentences. Such sentences seem closely related to (4), in
which the adjective abuts a directly without the cushioning of of , and (3), in which the
adjectival constituent appears to the right of a rather than to its left. Kennedy & Merchant (2000) label (4) and (1) as inverted DegP (i.e., inverted degree phrases), suggesting
that they originate as (3) and subsequently move to a higher position.
(1)

It is difficult to find [ more influential of a book ]

(2)

[ How long of a vacation ] did she take?

(3)

It is difficult to find [ a more influential book ]

(4) It is difficult to find [ more influential a book ]
The degree phrases that are implicated in this inversion are semantically fairly heterogenous: a great many, like (1), appear to be evaluative in the sense of Keenan & Faltz
(1985), but others, like (2), are extensional and amenable to a model theoretic interpretation.
There is another family of constructions that exhibit of preceding indefinite [D a(n)].
These are the complex determiners that have figured prominently in the study of the
semantics of determiners and general quantifiers. Keenan & Stavi (1986) noted a range
of complex determiners as part of their attempt to establish the semantic conservativity
of a large set of determiners. Many of those determiners include of to the left of a, and
denote proportions or frequencies, as noted in Peters & Westerståhl (2006). The examples
in (5) list some of the complex determiners involving of .2
(5)

a.
b.
c.

They sang for half of an hour.
She ate two thirds of an orange.
The tornado damaged one quarter of an entire neighborhood.

the existence of phrasal affixes is conceptually independent of any commitment to optimality theoretic
explanations.
2 Peters & Westerståhl (2006) observe sentences like two of ten interviewed persons have not answered the
question. The analysis in the text does not generalize to such an example because it does not exhibit [D
a(n)]. Unlike the examples examined in the text, a plural NP is involved here as well. The of in this example
would have to be accounted for separately. The fact that such examples can occur with out before of in
contrast to (1) could be evidence supporting this inference.
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My principal claim is that of is inserted in (6) as an affix to D̄, formally marking the
relation between the head D and its specifier when α is phonologically non-null.
(6)

DP
D̄

DegP
α

D

NP

a

β

This affixed of is evinced in all of (1), 2 and (5). As a marker of a formal relation,
it itself is not semantically evaluated, and in this sense, it is not meaningful. As an
adjunct, It is also syntactically inert for movement processes that target specifiers, heads
or complements.3
I have framed my claim in terms of the DP hypothesis in (6), where D is the head of
the entire nominal phrase. If one were instead to assume the NP hypothesis, where N is
the head of the nominal phrase, we would have structures like (7). In this case we would
say that of is adjoined as an affix of D̄, formally marking the relation between D̄ and the
phrase α to its left when α is non-null.
(7)

NP
DP

N

DegP

D

N

α

D

β

a

2 OF as a phrasal affix
There is a prima facie case to be made that of in examples like (1) and (5) are phrasal
affixes. The insertion of of is sensitive to morphological properties and shows second
position effects common to other putative examples of phrasal clitics that Anderson
identifies.

2.1 OF as sensitive to morphological properties
The inversion of degree phrases in examples like (1) does not apply generally. It is unnatural if the degree phrases are an instance of unmodified synthetic comparatives, as
illustrated in (8).
3

See Kaufman (2010) for a broadly similar analysis of Tagalog and other Austronesian clitic systems. In
lexical theories of the sort that Anderson has generally favored, the syntactic inertness of the phrasal clitic
will follow from the post-syntactic affixation of the phrasal clitic.
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(8)

a. We are shopping for a better/prettier/finer vase.
b. * We are shopping for better/prettier/finer a vase.
c. * We are shopping for better/prettier/finer of a vase.

When synthetic comparatives are modified, inversion of degree phrases, as in (9), is
acceptable for some speakers, although others reject the inversion of degree phrases
even when modified.
(9)

a. * We have never seen a any better/prettier/finer vase.
b. We have never seen any better/prettier/finer a vase.
c. We have never seen any better/prettier/finer of a vase.

Speakers who reject all synthetic comparatives in (8)–(9) treat inversion of degree
phrases as sensitive to that morphological class. Speakers who accept (9) in contrast to
(7) appear to treat the inversion of degree phrases as sensitive to the prosodic contour
of the phrase. Degree phrases composed of a single prosodic word, as in (8), are excluded. When more prosodic material is added, the same synthetic comparatives appear
acceptable once again, as in (9).
The inversion is also sensitive to the morphological properties of the D to its right.
The D cannot be definite, as shown by (10b) and (11b). Of the indefinite D’s, it is only
able to employ a(n), and resists co-occurring with some or no.
(10)

a. How long a novel did she write?
b. * How long the novel did she write?
c. * How long some novels did she write?
d. * How long no novel did she write?

(11)

a. She wrote more fascinating a novel this time.
b. * She wrote more fascinating the novel this time.
c. * She wrote more fascinating some novels.
d. * She wrote more fascinating no novel.

If a(n) has the features [+INDEF, -PLURAL] while some is [+INDEF, +PLURAL] and
no is [+INDEF] but lacks a feature specification for plurality, we can stipulate for the
explicitness of description that degree inversion is restricted to D’s that carry the feature
specification +INDEF, -PLURAL.4

4

It is worth noting that there is another formative some that is stressed and is definite. In addition, the
table is offered only to make explicit the morphological use of indefinite in the text. It is not a theoretical
claim. If we were to decide that we needed to specify no as PLURAL we could appeal to a feature CARD for
cardinality and stipulate that degree phrase inversion could only occur with D’s specified as -CARD. By the
same token, we might have reason for adopting a morphological theory that avoided features altogether.
In any scenario we need to restrict Degree Inversion to the D a(n) and not other members of the D class,
much as /n/ is added to /a/ and not other indefinites.
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Table 1: Co-occurrence of indefinite D’s with count nouns

Indefinite D
a
some
no

Singular N
a novel
*some novel
no novel

Plural N
*a novels
some novels
no novels

2.2 OF as sensitive to second position
The of described in the preceding subsection is not capable of bearing stress. Nor is it
able to appear initially in a nominal domain. When it surfaces, it always occupies second
position in the nominal expression. To see this point, consider sentences like (12) that
contain two pre-nominal adjectives. If long is part of a wh-phrase, it preposes (as in
(12b)), and if romantic is part of a degree phrase, it may prepose, as in (12c). However, if
both are before a, the result is the unacceptable (12d).
(12)

a. Jane Eyre is a long romantic novel.
b. How long of a romantic novel is Jane Eyre?
c. Jane Eyre is more romantic of a long novel (than Middlemarch).
d. * How long more romantic of a novel is Jane Eyre?

We begin to capture these facts if we assume that the preposed wh-phrase in (12b) and
degree phrase in (12c) target a (unique) specifier position for movement (i.e. specifier of
DP). We might accomplish this by way of (13a) that gives a(n) an EPP feature, parallel to
what is often assumed for T. We could then posit a spell out rule that prefixes of .
(13)

a. There is an optional feature on [D a] that requires a filled specifier.
b. This feature is optionally spelled out as the phrasal prefix of .

3 Could OF be a syntactic head of phrase?
Some researchers have suggested that the of that occurs in the Degree Inversion structures is a syntactic head of phrase.5 On this view we should assign how long of a vacation
the structure in (14), whereas the proposal I have suggested in (13) is (15), if we assign of
to the category F and adopt an item and arrangement approach to affixation in order to
facilitate the comparison of the two theoretical viewpoints.6
5

6

This structure is advocated in Kennedy & Merchant (2000) and is assumed in other work, for example,
Borroff (2006). The labels of constituents differ in other analyses, in particular Matushansky (2002) and
Kim & Sells (2011), but the constituency is broadly the same. The crucial point is to contrast analyses that
treat of as a head of phrase from the analysis defended in the text where of is a phrasal affix.
In a word-and-paradigm approach of might not be given a structural position at all but simply spelled out
at the left bracket D̄. This point of view is probably closer to Anderson’s. I believe that the structure in (15)
gives some insight into why of occurs between the D and its specifier, as I explain at the end of this paper.
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(14)

FP
F̄

DegP
how long

F

DP

of

D
D
a

NP
DegP

N

how long

N
vacation

(15)

DP
D̄

DegP
how long

D̄

F
of

D
a

NP
DegP

N

how long

N
vacation

Some authors, following the lead of Bennis, Dikken & Carver (1998), have tried to treat
of as parallel to a copular construction in which predicates have been claimed to invert
in (16).
(16)

a. Jill was a much better friend.
b. A much better friend was Jill.

Den Dikken (2006) offers an extended analysis in this vein over a range of languages.
However, I find compelling the argumentation in Heycock & Kroch (1999) that rejects
the inversion analysis in (16) in favor of viewing these as identity statements. On this
view there is no basis for the parallel between (16) and (14), as Heycock and Kroch note.
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Four reasons lead us to avoid a structure like (14).7 First, heads of phrases are able to
stand in a selection relation with other heads of phrases. Yet, there is no lexical head
that ever selects the FP of (14). This fact is accidental if of is a head of phrase, but it is a
necessary consequence if it is not actually a head, as in (15).8 Second, the of phrase in
(14) is immune to syntactic dislocation. Other of phrases are able to prepose or postpose,
as shown in (17) and (18). It is also possible to strand of in examples parallel to (19). In
this sense, they are syntactically active.
(17)

a.
b.

Three of these books have been reviewed.
Of these books three have been reviewed.

(18)

a.
b.

The announcement of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was delayed.
The announcement was delayed of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.

(19) What book did the newspaper publish a review of?
Yet (14) stands in contrast to examples like (17) in being unable to be preposed, postposed, or stranded. They appear to be syntactically inert.9
(20)

a. More extensive of an experiment was in the planning stages.
b. * Of an experiment more extensive was in the planning stages.

(21)

a. More extensive of an experiment was delayed
b. * More extensive was delayed of an experiment

(22)

*What (kind of) experiment did the journal report more extensive of?

However, if of is not a head of phrase with its own phrasal projection as in (15), the lack
of syntactic dislocation is expected.
A third challenge to the analysis in (14) involves conjunction. Locative prepositions
like on can be repeated members of a conjunction with only, presumably for pragmatic
reasons related to defeasing conversational implicatures that would otherwise obtain.
The same seems true of of that introduces the complement of derived nominals like
destruction.
7

Some work has suggested that the fronted how long must originate as a predicate adjective. See, for example,
Wood & Vikner (2011) and Troseth (2009). This seems unlikely, at least for English. Expressions like a
beautiful dancer are ambiguous between a predicative reading in which the dancer is beautiful and a nonpredicative reading in which the dancer dances beautifully. The ambiguity is preserved in how beautiful (of)
a dancer. This fact is surprising if the preposed degree phrase could only arise from a predicate adjective.
These facts are general and can be reproduced with a skillful manager.
8 This challenge can be given a sharper formulation if we accept the stipulation that the complement of V is
reserved for selected arguments of V. This stipulation requires that V select of , if of is a head of phrase. To
the extent that every V that selects DP also selects this of we miss a regularity in the system of selection, a
cost that is not incurred if of is provided as a phrasal affix. One can imagine mechanisms that allow of , if it
were a head of phrase, to inherit argument properties of its complement DP, but such mechanisms would
obscure the generalization that of is syntactically inert generally.
9 A reviewer observes that this second challenge can be met by stipulating that only maximal phrasal projections are available for movement. While this defense of the head of phrase analysis will side step the
second challenge, it does not generalize to meet the other challenges. For this reason the phrasal affix
account seems to me to offer a more straight forward explanation, all other things being equal.
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(23)

a.
b.
c.
d.

You may place the notebook on, and only on, the desk.
The tornado caused the destruction of, and only of, one residence.
You may place the notebook only on the desk.
The tornado caused the destruction only of one residence.

In contrast, the of that appears with degree phrase inversion is unable to appear in similar conjunctions. If of is syntactically and semantically inert, as the phrasal affix analysis
contends, it could not conjoin and co-occur with only to defease any conversational implicatures.
(24)

a. You can’t find more valuable of a proposal.
b. * You can’t find more valuable only of a proposal.
c. * You can’t find more valuable of, and only of, a proposal.
d. How long of a vacation did they take?
e. * How long of, and only of, a vacation did they take?

A fourth reason to be skeptical of the analysis in (14) is that it is unable to generalize
to explain the appearance of of in fractions. Fractions have been treated as complex
determiners since the classic work of Keenan & Stavi (1986) on the conservativity of determiners. Fractions exhibit this semantic property, a fact that is easy to explain if they
are (complex) determiners, but that looks accidental if they are assimilated to constructions that take of to be a head of phrase, like the partitive constructions discussed in the
next section. The use of of in the fraction in (25) parallels its use in degree phrase inversion. In both cases of is adjacent to the indefinite D a(n), in both cases of is optional,
and in both cases of lacks the ability to be lexically selected, or syntactically preposed
or stranded as illustrated in (25). The phrasal affix analysis in (15) can provide a unified
analysis, on the assumption that fractions occur in specifier of DP.10
(25)

a. The recipe called for one half of a cup.
b. * Of a cup the recipe called for one half.
c. * A cup the recipe called for one half of.
d. * The recipe called for one half of, and only of, a cup.

4 Partitive OF is a syntactic head of phrase
There is a second construction involving of which should be distinguished from of as a
phrasal affix in Degree Inversion structures. This second type of construction is exemplified in (26) and has traditionally been labeled a partitive.
10

It is tempting to extend this analysis of fractions to proportions like six of ten adults don’t vote. Proportions
like this do not make use of the D a(n) and are plural rather than singular. Without a more detailed analysis
of the proper structural analysis of cardinals like ten, and an understanding of why proportions admit some
form of dislocation (e.g. (out) of (every) ten adults six don’t vote) the extension of the analysis will have to
remain incomplete.
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(26)

a. She invited ten of the students to the party.
b. Jack offered to buy any three of her paintings.
c. Sandy knows the answer to the last (one) of those questions.

(27)

DP
D

NP
N
α

PP
P

DP

of

β

The of in these partitives is a syntactic head of phrase, appearing in structures like (27),
where of heads a PP. With the exception of half (of) the, partitive of appears obligatorily,
like other heads of phrases and in contrast to the pattern of of with Degree Phrase
Inversion. In addition, the of phrase can be topicalized as a syntactic constituent. In this
respect it differs from of in Degree Inversion constructions like (20).
(28)

a. Of the students, she invited ten to the party.
b. Of her new paintings, Jack offered to buy any three.
c. Of those questions, Sandy knows the answer to the last (one).

The of phrase can also be co-ordinated, a standard test for constituency. Examples are
somewhat limited, presumably because of semantic restrictions on partitives. However,
naturally occurring examples are not difficult to find.11
(29)

a. If you accept it to be a part of you and of your life, you gain control of the
illness.
b. I try to be very aware of all of the students and of their strengths and weaknesses.

In contrast, Degree Inversion structures do not show the same support for co-ordination.
(30)

a. * More expensive of a house or of a car would be hard to find.
b. * How good of a novel or of a play did she write?

It is also possible to use expressions like only with partitive of , in contrast to the of in
Degree Inversion structures.
(31)

11

a.

She invited ten of the linguistics students, and only of the linguistics students,
to the party.
b. * How good of a novel, and only of a novel, did she write?

(29a) occurs at https://www.sicknotweak.com/2016/08/its-a-piece-of-you-make-it-yours/ as accessed
September 24, 2016. (29b) occurs at http://www.ballet-dance.com/200505/articles/GloriaGovrin20041200.
htm and was accessed September 24, 2016.
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My claim that of in Degree Inversion structures is structurally distinct from of in
partitives can be better appreciated if it is contrasted with the classic analysis presented
in Bresnan (1973).12 Bresnan suggests that of should be inserted in examples like (33) by
an elegant rule like (32).13
(32)

∅ → of / Q D N

(33) She has enough of a problem as it is.
(34)

more of an egg

(35)

more of the egg

(32) is similar to the phrasal clitic analysis I suggested earlier in that of is inserted rather
than being treated as a syntactic head of phrase. It differs from the phrasal clitic analysis
in two ways: (i) it does not require Q to be complex, and (ii) it does not require D to be
a(n).
The first of these differences is more apparent than real. I say this because Bresnan
argues that more originates as a syntactically complex constituent -er much, and that
this complex constituent is replaced in the course of the derivation with more. Bresnan
analyzes enough in a parallel complex structure, with the difference that enough necessarily co-occurs with a null specifier. If this complex structure is correct, there is a point
in the derivation where (34) is not a counter-example to our phrasal affix account of of ;
we only need to insure that the phrasal clitic of is inserted prior to -er much suppletion.
Consider now the second way in which rule (32) differs from the phrasal clitic analysis
that I suggested in §2. By inserting of before any D, the rule in (32) loses the important
empirical generalizations about the way in which of in (35) patterns like a syntactic
head of a phrase in terms of conjunction, the distribution of only, and the possibility
of movement. It does not code naturally the way in which the of in Degree Inversion
constructions patterns differently along these dimensions. In the absence of other evidence, considerations of simplicity would make (32) quite attractive, but in this case,
that very simplicity obscures important ways in which of patterns in distinct, rather
than haphazard, ways. Moreover these distinct patterns have a semantic reflex. Peters
& Westerståhl (2006) argue that semantic definiteness is a necessary characteristic of
partitives. From this perspective the distinction between (34) and (35) that the phrasal
affix analysis encodes is a natural one.

5 OF in complements of nominalization and syntactic
Case theory
Since Chomsky (1981) it has been popular to say that the presence of of after nominalizations like picture in (36) is required to provide the nominalization’s complement (Mary
12

13

Stockwell, Schachter & Partee (1973) also distinguished partitives with of from other constructions where
of surfaces. Selkirk (1977) distinguishes true partitives from pseudo-partitives like two pounds of turkey in
part by pointing to differences in the distribution of of in the two types of constructions.
Q in (32) is intended to denote quantified expressions like more and enough.
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in this example) with Case. The details of the required derivation have rarely been made
precise.14 This imprecision is remedied in an interesting way in Kayne (2002). There,
Kayne gives a careful description of the insertion of of in (36) and links it to an explanation for why the of in derived nominals like (36) can show stranding effects like (37),
superficially in violation of subjacency requirements.
(36)

John was admiring a picture of Mary.

(37) Who was John admiring a picture of?
(38)

John was [V P admiring [DP a [N P picture of Mary ]]]]]

(39) John was [ of [K P K − of [V P admiring [DP a [N P picture Mary ]]]]]
If one thought that the structure of (36) was like (38) where of formed a constituent
with the logical complement of picture, Mary, and was internal to the VP, one has trouble
explaining in a non-stipulative fashion why (37) is not a subjacency violation (hence the
debate between Bach & Horn 1976 and Chomsky 1977). Kayne’s suggestion is that there
is an abstract functional head K-of that is merged into the syntactic structure outside of
the VP. On his assumption (defended in Emonds 2000) that every lexical noun requires
Case valuation from an appropriate head, Mary will be unable to be so valued by the
verb admiring. Instead it will be forced to move to specifier of K-of . The formative of is
merged above KP and provides another specifier position for the remnant VP to move to.
This derivation will provide the linear order observed in (36) without treating a picture
of Mary as a constituent. In this way the challenge of (37) to subjacency is side-stepped.
Kayne sees a fundamental unity between the presence of of in nominalizations like
(36) and its appearance in constructions like (40) and (41).15
(40) He has lots of money.
(41)

They bought too big of a house.

Kayne suggests that lots in (40) and big in (41) have a nominal property and, for that
reason, have a Case feature that needs valuation. Because they intervene between the
verbs has and bought and money and house respectively, they prevent the verbs from
valuing the Case feature on those nouns. This intervention forces the need for of . The
derivation of (40) and (41) parallels (39). A functional head of (and K-of ) is merged above
VP. The nominals money and house raise to specifier of K-of where their Case features
can be valued. The remnant VP subsequently moves to a specifier position on the left in
order to get the appropriate left to right linear order.
Kayne’s analysis of (36) makes of deeply syntactic in the sense that it takes of to be a
head of phrase that enters into selection relations and that also provides a landing site
for other putative syntactic operations. It is also syntactic in the sense that, whether
it is ultimately judged to be true or not, it ultimately aims to resolve a syntactic problem (regarding the ability of (37) to avoid subjacency like island effects). The extension
14
15

Harley & Noyer (1998) is a notable exception to this trend.
Examples like (40) are the pseudo-partitives of Selkirk (1977).
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of the analysis to the Degree Inversion construction in (41) is not deeply syntactic in
the same sense: the of in (41) does not enter into other independently required syntactic operations. For example, it is unable to feed topicalization or clefting to strand the
preposition:
(42)

a. (It is) Mary John was admiring a picture of.
b. (It is ) Money he has lots of.
c. * (It is) a house John bought too big of.

Further, the of in (41) is optional, while it is obligatory in (40) and (36). This fact leads
Kayne to posit that in some situations we should stipulate that multiple Case evaluation
is available, allowing both big and house to be Case valued by the verb, thereby circumventing the intervention effect. We should also note that unlike (36), there is no syntactic
problem that the Case-intervention account of (41) provides a resolution to.
My claim is that there is no deeply syntactic foundation for the putative structure
(14), and in this sense there is a fundamental asymmetry between the Case licensing of
in (36) and the of that appears in Degree Inversion structures like (41). This lack of a
deeply syntactic account of of in Degree Inversion constructions is what opens the door
for the phrasal affix account.16 Parity of reasoning prompts the question of whether the
analysis of of in degree inversion structures like (41) is deeply morphological in any
comparable sense. I would like to suggest that, rather than simply being a competing
analysis, the phrasal affix analysis of of is deeply morphological, offering a response to
a fundamental morphological puzzle. From this vantage, the contention that there are
phrasal affixes poses the puzzle of how these affixes interact with the syntax of phrases
and whether that interaction is principled in any morphological sense. Of course, Anderson’s perspective on this puzzle is to say that phrasal affixes are syntactically inert because such morphological operations are ordered as a block after syntactic operations by
virtue of the architecture of grammars. This paper has offered a different view that does
not necessarily assume a late, or even a block, ordering of phrasal affixation. The analysis of of as a phrasal affix advanced here treats phrasal affixes as structural adjuncts, and
by virtue of that structural relation, as inert to canonically syntactic operations such as
movement.

6 Envoi
This paper has provided an analysis of of as it appears in Degree Inversion constructions and in fractions. It has been suggested that of in these constructions marks a
formal relation between the indefinite D a(n) and its specifier, and that structurally it is
16

It is possible to posit a syntactic feature, say +EPP, on some instances of a(n) and stipulate that the feature
triggers of as its spell out phonologically. While I think this style of analysis could be descriptively successful, it would not be either deeply syntactic or deeply morphological as I have been using these terms.
It would stipulate that of appears to the left of a(n), for example, rather than linking its appearance to a
second position effect.
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a D̄ adjunct. This occurrence of of is distinct from its presence after derived nominals,
which has been attributed by a number of researchers to Case theoretic requirements,
and the of that appears in partitive constructions. This paper has defended the spirit
of Anderson’s claim that phrases can be provided with inflectional affixes by showing
that the claim can offer an explanation for phenomena that are, from the syntactic point
of view, unprincipled. In the process it draws attention to the kind of phenomena a
morphological analysis is well suited for: formatives that are syntactically inert but sensitive to morphological class features, prosody, and to linear position (second position).
I have also suggested that phrasal affixes should have the syntax of structural adjuncts.
Whether this last point is valuable depends on a substantive theory of adjuncts and a
comparison of other putative instances of phrasal affixes. For example, it has been suggested in Chomsky (1986), and argued for in some empirical detail in McCloskey (1996),
that adjunction to lexically selected phrasal projections is prohibited. If this adjunction
prohibition is correct, and if phrasal affixes must enter a derivation as adjuncts, we expect them to avoid adjunction to lexically selected phrasal projections. In effect, they
must enter the derivation adjoined to a lower phrasal projection. I draw attention to this
implication because it can provide some foundation for the second position effect that
the phrasal affix of exhibits. The intuition here is that if of were adjoined to the DP, it
would violate the prohibition on adjunction to a lexically selected phrase. It can only
appear on the lower phrase, D̄ in (6), in effect producing a type of second positioning.
Alternatively, one could stipulate that the phrasal affix of carries a constraint against
appearing on the left edge of a phrase. A similar tension between syntactic and morphophonemic edge effects is present in explanations of verb second phenomena in various
languages, as Anderson (2005) has observed, especially in regard to the description of
Swiss Rumantsch. The choice between these explanatory crossroads will have to remain
undetermined for the moment since it will inevitably depend on assumptions about the
relationship between hierarchical order (i.e. c-command) and linear order. In forthcoming work on linking elements in Austronesian compounding, I hope to produce some
reason for preferring the explanation in terms of adjunction that I sketched here.
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